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Abstract 

In the peer to peer (p2p) VoD system, there are many factors to influence the fluency of 

video, such as watching behavior, distribution of segments, download rates, data 

transmission, and so on. Most research concentrates on single factor without considering the 

interrelation of all the factors. In the paper, factors would be researched separately to find 

the relation with fluency of video playing. The mechanism can improve the download ratio 

with condition of keep watching smoothly. The model proposes a precision method to 

understand users’ watching behavior and can help to optimize design in other kinds of p2p 

application. 
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1. Introduction 

The internet develops rapidly with mass customizable of broad band connection. More and 

more videos have been appeared on the internet. Video online playing is more and more 

popular. There are two categories of these systems: tree-based and mesh-based. A tree-based 

system constructs one or more spanning trees, whose structure is static making the system 

easy to analyze, measure and control. But as the heterogeneity, dynamicity of the Internet, 

tree-based systems are not very suitable. A mesh-based system doesn’t form a fixed overlay. 

Peers exchange their buffer maps, which presents the available chunks to upload, to get the 

information of their neighbors and most commercial P2P streaming systems belong to this 

type [1]. Some typical commercial p2p streaming systems work well. Gridmedia has the 

record to support 220000 users in the same time to watch high-quality Internet TV by one 

server [2].  

Due to the vast users and limit bandwidth, online smoothly playing is often difficulty. 

Even, waiting time is more than watching time. The bandwidth is also mainly occupied by 

this service. In order to resolve the problem, many tools and algorithms have been developed 

to help to keep the watching fluency. For example, crawler was developed to measure the 

global characteristics and estimate the video playback quality, batching [3-4], patching [5], 

and other tight delay methods are used to reduce time delay in online watching [6-9]. In 

addition model research has also get great improvement [10-13]. In order to cooperate tools, 

algorithms and models, cache size has also been studied. Mostly, research is focused on the 

minimize size of cache memory [14]. 

VoD is different from traditional Web application. It has characteristics of high bandwidth 

occupation and time delay sensitivity and these make VoD bad scalability. If all the 

multimedia files are stored in one server, no matter how wide the bandwidth is, the access 
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would be over loaded with the development of digital technology and increasing of users. So, 

the multimedia files can store in different servers. Each user can get wanted video from the 

nearest server. CDN (content distribution networks) algorithm has been developed [15-17]. 

This algorithm improves the scalability of VoD but take a new problem in. How to place and 

preserve the servers would be very difficult. But with the development of computer 

technology, personal computer can also play the role of server. Then, p2p technology would 

have been greatly developed.  

Due to the limit of application, p2p has been researched for a long time according to 

simulation. After the VoD becomes universal based on p2p, many more studies are still going 

on. The research field still includes many aspects, such as users’ behavior [18-19], download 

speed, download progress, and so on. 

The paper would adopt p2p flow crawler to collect useful information [20]. The actual data 

collected would be used to verify the non-negligible effect between watching and download 

progress. A model is established to describe the relation between watching and download 

progress. The model provides a more accurate method. 

In fact, users’ watching behavior is greatly influenced by location of resource. The location 

of resources also have effect on the download speed of each user. If a user watches video 

while downloading the chunks, the download speed would have effect on the watching 

fluency. So, how to deal with the relation between downloading and watching properly is 

quite an important work. In p2p VoD system, watching fluency is effected by location of 

chunks, download speed, and download mechanism. 

The major contribution in the paper would be showed as the following: 

(1) According to the data collected, mechanism of data transmission is analyzed. 

(2) Based on analysis data collected in multi channels, download speed is connected with 

location of segments of video. Relation between download speed and location of segments 

would reflect the nature property. 

(3) Developing a mathematics model to describe the relation of watching fluency and 

download speed. Simulation method is used to verify the accuracy of the model. On one hand, 

it can acquire the record of users’ watching history according to the model; on the other hand, 

the model can pre-assess watching fluency, this can help to understand the relation of 

watching fluency and download progress, watching progress, download mechanism, 

download speed.  

(4) A new model is developed to analyze the data flow in channels and verify the non-

negligible effect between watching and download progress. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. P2p VoD system is described in 

Section 2. Relationship between download speed and watching fluency is shown in Section 3. 

Simulation and results are shown in Section 5 and the followed section 5 is conclusion. 

 

2. P2p VoD  

P2p VoD system initially uses server to distribute multimedia objects. Segments dividing, 

nodes joining, process of resource requiring are the same as other p2p system; P2p VoD has 

its special characteristics. Characteristics of different p2p systems are showed in Figure 1 to 

Figure 3 as the following. 
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Figure 1. Chunks Exchange between Two Nodes in BitTorrent Mode 

 

Figure 2. Chunks Exchange between Two Nodes in Live Mode 

 

Figure 3. Chunks Exchange between Two Nodes in VoD 

According to figures above, we can get some conclusions: 

(1) In Bit Torrent system, whole media should be download completely before watching. 

So, in order to prevent too little chunks to download in the network. Mechanism of random or 

lowest first would be adopted [21]. Time of sharing resource is relative with time of 

completely downloading. But in VoD system, users usually watch as they download the video. 
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So, it is very important to keep fluency playing. User would download the needed chunks 

from the server or other users who watch ahead of him. Time of user download the video is 

up to time of user watching. So, users’ watching habit would also influence the distribution of 

chunks and distribution influences the watching fluency. 

(2) VoD system is different from video live. Live is more like TV. Users can just choose 

watching or not watching. Live has almost no interaction with customers.  VoD is like DVD 

and users can choose the time to play. While in playing, customers can also pause, play and 

drag the video. In same channel, users’ watching process is almost the same in live mode 

while it is quite different in VoD system. That is to say, in VoD system, resource share is 

quite limit. So, VoD system is more challenging than live. Characteristics of live and VoD are 

showed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of Live and VoD 

 Video live VoD 

Request 

concurrency 

High concurrency Low concurrency, asynchronous, 

distributed 

End to end delay As short as possible Not many demand 

Number of 

channels 

Usually small, users‘ attention 

is on several channels 

Usually big, users often distribute 

in many channels 

Demand of VCR No interaction User can have interaction with 

video playing, such as pause, 

replay, drag, and so on 

Difficulty degree 

of data sharing 

Little difference between 

users, easy to share 

Difference between users, difficult 

to share 

Memory size Small  Big  

 

3. Relationship between Download Speed and Watching Fluency 
 

3.1. System Introduction 

A typical VoD system is selected which develops by one company. There are nearly 

40,000 channels and maximum number of dozens of thousands online numbers. Crawler is 

used to collect 20h data. The data refers 200 channels and ten thousand independent IP 

addresses. 

According to analysis of the data, continuing download strategy is used in the system. The 

continuing download strategy is chunks downloading following the chronological order from 

server or other computers. Usually, in order to keep playing fluency, mean download speed is 

higher than play speed. So, downloaded chunks without playing increase with time going on. 

At the same time, chunks downloading speed is influenced by chunk number in the network. 

So, relationship between downloading speed and playing speed is not linear. It is not accuracy 

with downloading speed instead of playing speed to study the users’ play behavior. 

 

3.2. Relationship between Downloading and Playing Speed 

According to existing research, most users watch from begin part of one video. If users 

drag in watching, they usually drag once [22]. After the drag, they would watch continuously. 

So, influence of drag can be neglected. The model is also based on the continuous watching 

and it really has enough accuracy. Table 2 shows main parameters in relation between 
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downloading speed and watching speed and meaning of parameters. Playing progress 

represents number of chunks have been watched. Analysis of this progress can get users’ 

watching behavior; downloading progress means the number of chunks downloaded when it 

is playing chunk x . 

Table 2. Main Parameters used in Relation of Download and Play Progress 

Symbol  Meaning 

r  Playing speed 

x  Playing progress 

)( xl  Downloading progress 

L  Total number of chunks 

)(cu  Downloading speed of chunk c  

)(xP
w

 Probability distribution of playing progress in channel 

)(lP
d

 Probability distribution of downloading progress in channel 

)(xP
w

 Distribution function of playing progress in channel 

)(lF
d

 Distribution function of downloading progress in channel 

The whole algorithm is described as the following. 

Take a node as a research object. If one user watches video continuously, the watching 

progress after time length of t  is: 

                                                    trx                                                           (1) 

Because of different number and location of chunks, total downloading speed is showed as 

the following: 

                                                    
t

0

u(c)dtl                                                        (2) 

We know rxt / , if we set rty  , then 

                                      
x

0

x/r

0

u(l(y))dy
r

1
u(l(rt))dtl(x)                                  (3) 

Downloading speed of each chunk can be deducted. When downloading chunk l , total 

time consumption t  can be deducted as the following. 

)( cu
dt

dl
 ,   

)( cu

dl
td  ,     

l

cu

dl
t

0 )(
                          (4) 

So,  


l

cu

dc
rlx
0 )(

)(                                                    (5) 

Equation (3) and (5) give the relation of playing progress and downloading progress at 

time t . 

One chunk would be played only if it is completely downloaded. So, to keep the 

fluency, downloading speed should be higher than playing speed. If define 
*

x as the 

playing progress when video downloads completely. 
*

x  can be given as the following: 
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L

cu

dc
rx
0

*

)(
                                                   (6) 

After 
*

x , watching progress can’t be deducted by downloading progress. But, it has 

no effect on watching fluency. As the same reason, watching behavior is not influenced 

by distribution of chunks after 
*

x . Combined with actual condition, equation (3) and (5) 

can be modified as equation (7) and (8). 

},))((
1

min{)(
0


x

Ldyylu
r

xl                                     (7) 
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Equation (7) and (8) show the relation between watching progress and downloading 

progress. Further, the conclusion can spread to the whole system to analyze the relation 

between distribution of downloading progress and watching progress. 

According to bitmap information of all nodes in the channel, distribution of node download 

progress probability )( lP
d

and distribution of user download progress function )( lF
d

 can be 

acquired. According to equation (5), distribution function )( xF
w

 would be acquired. 

)())(())(()( lFxlFlxFxF
ddww

                                    (9) 

Take actual condition into consideration, relation between download progress and 

watching progress of nodes can be described as the following: 
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Difference between downloading and watching progress is mainly caused by downloading 

speed, because playing speed is constant. So, number of resources and bandwidth are the key 

factors to influence download speed [23-25]. 

Figure 4 and 5 show the number of chunks and downloading speed in an ordinary channel 

in the VoD system. For the reason of different users have different interest, nearly all the 

video would play for minutes. Once users have no interest on the video, he would change 

another one. So, number of chunks in start is bigger than that of in end. Usually, number 

variation of chunks would become smoothly with chunk ID increases. That is because if one 
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can watch a video for dozens of minutes, he would watch it continuously with less probability 

to change. Longer time user to watch, less probability to change. If bandwidth is constant, the 

downloading speed is in proportion with number of chunks. So, two curves keep same trends 

with each other. With the results from analysis, downloading speed is deducted as the 

following: 

                 )))((,()))((,())(,()( xlnFaxlnFalnFaxu
wdd

                     (14) 

 

Figure 4. Number of Chunks in Different Positions of Channel 

 

Figure 5. Download Speed in Different Positions of Channel 

Where, a is mean value of statistics of downloading speed in system; n  is total 

number of nodes; ))(( xlnF
w

 means number of chunks in location l . According to 

equation (14), (7) and (8). Downloading progress and watching progress can be 

described as: 


x

w
LdyynFaxl

0
},))(,(min{)(                                  (15) 
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Where, 
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0
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So, when chunks distribution )( lF
d

 has been acquired in the channel. We can get 

watching progress distribution )( xF
w

 according to equation (10). 
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Where, )( lF
d

, )( xF
w

 and n are mean values of statistics at steady state. Chunks 

distribution would be deducted as the same method: 
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The method can be used to assess effect of variation of downloading bandwidth on system. 

It also can be used to assess performance of different downloading mechanism. 

 

4. Simulation 
 

4.1. Environment Introduction 

At the beginning, there is only one server in network. Other nodes can take part in or quit 

freely. Nodes life time is used to describe the behavior of nodes and obey exponential 

distribution. Range of life time is in 1s to 10 000s.  

The whole video is divided into 250 chunks with size of each chunk is 2 MB. The playing 

speed is 400 kbit/s. the mean value of maximum downloading bandwidth is 1 Mbit/s. The 

system uses second as time unit. 

 

4.2. Results of Simulation 

Statistics method is firstly used to calculate the accumulated distribution of downloading 

speed and watching speed at a certain time; then, model with equation (18) and (19) would be 

used to calculate and compare with collected data. 
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Figure 6. Accumulated Distribution of Watching and Downloading Progress 

 

Figure 7. Calculation Results 

Where, x  axis represents chunk ID, y axis means nodes number. Coordinate of 

(5 0 ,1 0 0 )  means that number of watching progress with no more than 50 is 100. From 

figure 6, we can see that watching speed mainly concentrates on location of small 

chunk ID. Between the two curves is a size gap. There are just 10% users have 

watching progress more than 50% while 20% have downloading progress more than 

50%. 

Figure 7 gives the deducted results and collected results. We can see there is not 

much difference between the two results. That is to say the model can precisely 

describe the actual condition. The model can also precisely transform from watching 

progress into download progress. 

Figure 8 shows the download progress between simulation and experimental results. 

We can see that watching progress is more concentrate on the start of video compared 

with download progress. At the end of download progress curve, the peak means there 

are many users who completely download the video. But, among of them, only little 

part of the users are watching the video. These users play important role in normally 

running of channel. Peak point of download progress is locate on l L , and peak point 

of watching progress would be locate on *
x x  due to the model deducted. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of Downloading and Watching Speed in a Channel 

 

Figure 9. Accumulated Distribution of Watching and Downloading Progress 

 

Figure 10. Difference between Watching and Downloading Progress 
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Figure 9 shows the accumulative distribution of download and watching progress. In 

the figure, watching speed is almost the same as download speed. This can’t be 

deducted by the simulation model. Main reasons may include the follows:  (1) user 

number is less than that in simulation; (2) not each bandwidth can get the upper limit of 

demand. However, we can still see the big difference between download speed and 

watching speed with chunk ID less than 50. 

Figure 10 shows that we can’t neglect the difference between download speed and 

watching speed. The most difference can get almost 40 chunks. It is in normal in the 

system we studied. Because of the node distribution follows power-law principle, so, in 

large size channel, the model can give approximate result. It also can cover most of the 

users’ condition. With more and more nodes join in the network, results of model would 

be more and more accuracy. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Watching fluency has a close relation with downloading speed. The paper is based on 

watching fluency to calculate downloading speed and downloading progress. Also, 

downloading speed and progress is also calculated with watching fluency. The model is 

established to forecast the downloading progress and watching progress. The simula tion 

results show that the model has good precision. The model can greatly help to improve 

and keep watching fluency. 
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